COLDFUSION 11 UPDATE 3 - ISSUES FIXED
ID
3728133
3737579

TITLE
Provide status while uninstalling ColdFusion update.
Check for updates' button is not in sync with the notification bulb.

Product Area
Administrator
Administrator

3738861

Clicking on "Remove Selected" button in “CF admin > Security > Allowed
IP Addresses” gives an error

Administrator

3738871

Updates not displayed correctly in case there are multiple updates
available.

Administrator

3741635

[ANeff] Add sentence to “Maximum Number of Cached Queries”
description in CF Admin

Administrator

3741641
3746060

[ANeff] Archive Wizard step indicators in wrong position
Help document showing CF 10 contents

Administrator
Administrator

3747483

Clicking on verify button on PDF Services page in the Admin shows the
text "YES"

Administrator

3767633
3811279
3816133

Importing car file from CF 10 into CF 11 breaks installation
CFCExplorer not working for ColdFusion Interfaces
System Probe not working. HTTP request returned non-200 status code:
Connection Failure

Administrator
Administrator
Administrator

3827088
3712885
3712909
3737272
3741341

Update DataDirect driver version from 5.1.1 to 5.1.3
Name parameter of cfgridcolumn not honored with JS binding in grids.
Grid pagination does not work with JS binding.
Remove hard coded References to /CFIDE/scripts
CFGrid with groupField attribute set: grouping by a Boolean type column
does not display the values for the each group.

Administrator
AJAX
AJAX
AJAX
AJAX

3741397
3741675

Mask attribute of cfgridcolumn not honored.
cfgrid: clicking on the delete button deletes the selected row, but results
in an error.

AJAX
AJAX

3757675
3759630
3816340
3741588

[ANeff] cfmap requires /CFIDE
CFGRID with BIND to CFC failed for an incorrect JavaScript
Image missing in the options in the cfgrid context menu for headers.
ID returned by CacheGetAllIDs() for query objects does not work for
cache methods like CacheGet, CacheRemove, CacheGetMetadata,
CacheIdExists etc.
[ANeff] cacheRemove(cacheGetAllIds()) throws attribute validation
exception

AJAX
AJAX
AJAX
Caching

3846185

Caching

3846186

[ANeff] cacheRemove()'s exact=false behaves as exact=true if exact ID
match found

Caching

3849494

CacheRemove throws an exception when one or more queries do not
have cacheId attribute

Caching

3788135

CFExchangemail: the "TOID" attribute in the mails retrieved from a
mailbox, displays the primary email address even if the mail was sent to
an alias.

CFExchange

3788148

CFExchangemail: The CC, BCC, fromID, toID attributes in a retrieved mail
do not display the display names.

CFExchange

3756738
3756754

cfchart style value works not as before and documented
cfchart shows legend even when disabled by showlegend="false" in some
cases

Charting/Graphing
Charting/Graphing

3756789
3798825
3800311

CFChart uses space and border for empty title
CHCHARTSERIES Pie Chart Attribute "datalabelstyle" Has No Effect
CFCHARTSERIES Data Attribute Will Not Produce Pie Chart According to
Documentation

Charting/Graphing
Charting/Graphing
Charting/Graphing

3812163

Passing json file name as style attribute does not show the chart

Charting/Graphing

3816026

showLegend property does not override the property defined in style file

Charting/Graphing

3849389

Issues with pie chart when datalabelstyle is set to columnlabel or pattern

Charting/Graphing

3849267

cfchart : set showLegend attribute to true does not show legend on chart.

Charting/Graphing

3430245

Session gets lost on cflocation width J2EE Sessions and Cookies disabled

Core Runtime

3753710

String member functions break existing code that relies on
java.lang.String member functions

Core Runtime

3800047
3842183

setEncoding breaks cffile action=”uploadall” with some empty file fields
cfPrint throws NoSuchMethodError after applying Update 3 PreRelease
build
Add Support for DB2 10 on Linux and Windows
[ANeff] queryAddColumn() casts to bit when preceded by bit column and
QoQ had a prefixed ORDER BY

Core Runtime
CFPrint

3765663

QueryExecute ignores scale property in param struct with cfsqltype of
'cf_sql_decimal'

Database

3779331
3780222

Query of Query and SQL statements ending in semicolon
PostgreSQL JDBC driver is so old we cannot use current features in
PostgresSQL and self-upgrades beyond 8.3 fail

Database
Database

3808734

Enable dbvarname by default

Database

3486968
3740190

Database
Database

3738230
3760258
3811006
3567818

cfdump, top, and arrays
Images missing in debug output
cftrace/trace reports incorrect line number
Spreadsheetwrite: autosize does not work to re-size columns with
datetime values.

Debugging
Debugging
Debugging
Document
Management

3734792

PDFs created by cfhtmltopdf are not accessible/tagged

3744503

[ANeff] Bug for: cfhtmlitem doesn't support additional attributes

3744504

[ANeff] Bug for: naming inconsistency of page number variables

3758430

cfhtmltopdfitem units of margin attributes

3800030

Spreadsheetaddsplitpane does not work when a spreadsheet object is
added to an existing file using action = update.

Document
Management
Document
Management
Document
Management
Document
Management
Document
Management

3795400
3724983
3783403

<cfzip action="unzip" ... storepath="no"> does not work as expected.
java.lang.Double cannot be cast to java.lang.String
ExpandPath returns Incorrect path when used with Mappings in
Application.cfc

File Management
General Server
General Server

3845475
3345396

Grammar error in error message
Updates already applied from console should be restricted from
ColdFusion Administrator

General Server
Hot Fix Installer

3743165

ColdFusion update checks repeatedly for the status if ColdFusion is
configured with an external webserver.

Hot Fix Installer

3743254

After submitting Update URL site, 'Download' and 'Download and Install'
buttons do not work.

Hot Fix Installer

3743255

In WebLogic, Dialog box that pops up after downloading the hotfix does
show any buttons.

Hot Fix Installer

3760334
3846293

Mouse hover to Install button shows text "Download and install"
Site URL textbox post CF 11.3 update gets reset to the default value
instead of the prerelease update URL

Hot Fix Installer
Hot Fix Installer

3772199
3781603
3816729

Not supported error when installing
Ubuntu Not supported in cf-init.run.sh
ColdFusion administrator does not load images due to a conflict in
web.config

Installation/Config
Installation/Config
Installation/Config

3846296

Mac 10.10 : Automatic Restart doesn't work after applying Update 3

Installation/Config

3734319

CFIMAP action GETALL breaks when there is an email attachment with
square brackets

Java Integration

3041747

t seems that errors raised in onApplicationEnd() and onSessionEnd()
won't show up in the CF Application log files

Language

3043855

PATCH is not a supported value for the method attribtue for the CFHTTP
tag

Language

3489021

Add includeEmptyFields parameter to ReplaceList (as per ListToArray and
others)

Language

3748332

CFClient does not support arrayEach() / arrayFilter() / arraySort() /
arrayMap() / arrayReduce()

Language

3750734

List iteration & member functions all need to expect both a "delimiters"
and a "includeEmptyValues" argument.

Language

3752316
3754589

ListChangeDelims() member function missing
strictNumberValidation setting not reflected in client side CFFORM
validation

Language
Language

3754672

Prefix-based custom tags work only if cfimport is used outside of cfscript.

Language

3760802

CFLocation tag when used in default constructor of Application.cfc throws
error

Language

3777301
3777403
3780136
3783011
3818770
3820906

FileUploadAll() does not work with HTML5 <input> multiple attribute
CFLOOP with simple time values no longer function
cfimport in cfscript does not work as documented
Query of Queries giving the wrong result
Elvis operator executes RHS (right hand side) when it doesn't need to.
List member function : ListRemoveDuplicates needs to added for list
object

Language
Language
Language
Language
Language
Language

3845642

Passing a CFC object with string property value as "yes" or "no" to
serializeJSON function converts the values to true or false

Language

3845963

listEach: arguments variable in UDF function (passed to listEach) should
contain the information of delimiter and includeEmptyFields

Language

3851922

Elvis operator does not maintain case sensitivity

Language

3842370

Error including file when it is referenced using a ColdFusion mapping
pointing to an IIS virtual directory
[ANeff] ER for: audit.log log Updater installs/uninstalls
Included CSS file using link tag are not included in packaged mobile code

Language

3734606
3737516

content:// files error on readAsBase64 (cfclient)
REFind gives error when regex containing certain group combination is
passed as a pattern

Mobile Support
Mobile Support

3738100

Data Structures : struct : duplicate : Get duplicate of struct. Changing the
value of referenced struct of its nested struct does not change value of its
other nested struct when both nested structs refer to the same struct

Mobile Support

3335509
3617930

Logging
Mobile Support

3739334

Data structure : struct : structCount shows unexpected output when keys
are "b.d" and "b.c"

Mobile Support

3739782

StructSort doesn’t work as expected when sorting is done on nested
struct keys

Mobile Support

3742204
3754684
3786749
3804384
3828377

cfinclude within <cfclient> should support .html file inclusion
Add failure callback handler for invokeCFClientFunction function
Upgrade Apache Cordova library to v3.5.0
QueryExecute params not working in mobile
QueryExecute named params if given as camel casing throw exception.

Mobile Support
Mobile Support
Mobile Support
Mobile Support
Mobile Support

3833529

Using index variable inside anonymous function called as a parameter to
ArrayEach(Member functions) gives undefined index

Mobile Support

3744211
3763348

CFHTTP fails to redirect with POST, PUT, DELETE, or OPTIONS methods
CFHTTP not working with some webservers like maps.googleapis.com and
it throws a 404 error.
CFFTP LISTDIR Command Fails against FTP servers that do not allow the
SYST command

Net Protocols
Net Protocols

[ANeff] ER for: Rename CF11HF3's new <cfftp parserkey=""..> attribute to
<cfftp systemtype="">
ORM: Exception while de-serializing persistent object
PDF output truncated by ColdFusion/IIS when passing URL parameters
Problem adding Scheduled Task on system with different Format and
Display settings that runs on Java 7

Net Protocols

Axis2 web services can cache unexpectedly.
Unable to connect to web socket over SSL

Web Services
Web Socket

3796626
3849151
3835743
3760466
3514766
3787631
3790251

Net Protocols

ORM Support
Platform Support
Scheduler

